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Abstract 

This work aims on the design, development of simple module to make agriculture smarter. Here two stages are involved: one is by 

monitoring the field by using moisture sensor and automatic monitoring by GSM technology to maximize the plant growth and 

yield which makes the system portable, economical and less maintenance for irrigation applications. Second stage is to reduce 

human resource by making agriculture robot for ploughing, crop cutting, pesticides spraying and seeding applications. This robot 

is controlled by Bluetooth technology. The robot works with the battery and the solar power. More than 70% of the population in 

India chooses agriculture as the primary occupation, in recent years the development of the agricultural vehicle or robot in the 

agriculture has experienced enhanced interest .The vehicle is controlled by DC Motor driver through Bluetooth input. The 

advantages of these robots are minimum man power and labour making it an efficient vehicle. Considering the above problems in 

mind, a system with the above features is designed.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a day’s most of the countries do not have sufficient human factor in agricultural sector and it affects the growth of developing 

countries. So it’s time to automate the sector to overcome this problem. In India, 70% people depends on agriculture. So we need 

to study the agriculture. Innovative idea of our Project is to monitor the field and to automate the process of plowing, seeding, crop 

cutting and pesticide spreading and so on. 

Firstly In automation we are using microcontroller. By using two contract strips (coils) as sensor it senses the change and each 

functions we are getting messages through GSM. The system consists of water pump sensor and microcontroller. Also a robot 

which is used for plowing the field by rotating with a fixed mould. Above the robot one box is provided for seeding. Seeding can 

be done by controlling through a mobile. Front side cutting blade is attached to the dc motor as we give input blade starts rotating 

and cuts the crop. This robot is very useful for spraying the pesticides required for particular crops and also this can water the 

particular plants in a garden by controlling though Bluetooth. The whole model built using arduino nano, dc motor, solar panel, 

Bluetooth model and relays. Due to labour shortage the plantation cost should be increased. So it is not economically beneficial 

for all farmer .Now a day’s instrumentation and control system plays an important role. So we develop a system called “agri robot” 

using arduino nano which is very economical and beneficial. Due to automation the work become easiest, errorless and it saves 

money also. Our system is nothing but the four tyre vehicle which is driven by DC motor. According to arduino program, it does 

crop cutting, seeding, poughing, pesticide spraying. 

II. SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

Our project aims at developing an advanced system for agriculture monitoring and Agribot which can be controlled wirelessly 

through Bluetooth communication. Here our project to develop a solar operated ploughing machine, which is operated using solar 

power. In this system we used a solar panel: which converts the received sun light into electrical energy and which is stored in 12v 

battery, which in turn supplies the energy required by each DC motor. In our Project we made effort to use both mechanical and 

electrical as we explained.  
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III. OBJECTIVES 

Our project aims designing a Prototype Multi-Purpose Agricultural Robot which can perform the following functions: 

1) This project objective is developing the robot which can plough the soil, put the seeds, and spray required pesticides to land, 

and finally cut the crops.  

2) To overcome the effort and problems faced by formers.  

3) Since all 4 operations are performed simultaneously, thus the productivity is also increased and mean while saves the time 

4) To complete the large amount of work is completed in less time.  

5) It is Farmer friendly robot can be operated through Bluetooth controlled mobile phone. 

6) The use of Solar reduces the burden to former, as robot works in field or form always the sun rays falls on solar panel it 

converts the solar energy to electrical and stores in battery.  

7) To enhance the efficiency and productivity, the solar system is used and which intern helps for increasing both of the problems 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The actual aim of the project is to design and develop a multipurpose robot, which is used for Ploughing, seed sowing, water 

sprayer to spray pesticides and crop cutting, with small changes in equipments with reduced cost. The system and robot works 

with the battery powered with solar  

1) Here we are monitoring the field by using sensor and motor conditions by GSM. 

2) The robot backend design is manufactured using 4 wheels connected as shown in result figures and Wheels are driven or   

controlled using DC motor 

3) On top part of robot the cultivator is placed which is controlled by Dc motor 

4) The funnel of the cultivator is made by the sheet metal, which contains the seeds and the seeds flow through the cultivator box 

through a drilled hole. 

5) Water pump sprayer to spray the water or pesticides to crops. 

6) And on top of cultivator the Solar panel is placed, and is connected to the battery for charging the battery.  

7) Thus the max utilization of raw materials leads the efficiency. The whole system requires the 12v battery to operate the system. 

  
Fig. 1: a) Block Diagram of Irrigation system              Fig. 1: b) Block Diagram of Agricultural Robot 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This is the embedded system which will monitor and control the field parameters of a irrigation on a regular basis. This information 

we can get through messages and we can act according to our needs. As we are using GSM technology we will get information to 

our registered mobile number. Here we are using two contract strips (coils) as sensor it senses the change and if it is wet the 

conductor gets contact and microcontroller gives the input to motor and it will automatically turn off the motor. In other way if the 

field is dry there will be no contact so the motor remains on. Each functions we are knowing through messages, this is shown in 

Fig(a). And also its prototype is shown below 
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The second stage consists of robot which is used for plowing the field by rotating with a fixed mould. Above the robot one box is 

provided which formers need to fill with seeds before seeding. Seeding can be done by controlling through a mobile. Front side 

cutting blade is attached to the dc motor as we give input blade starts rotating and cuts the crop. This robot is very useful for 

spraying the pesticides required for particular crops and also this can water the particular plants in a garden. To recharge the battery 

we are using solar panel which converts light energy into electrical energy. Whole model built using arduino nano, dc motor, solar 

panel, Bluetooth model and relays, as shown in Fig (b). And also its prototype is shown below 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This project introduces wireless technology in the field of agriculture. Exploits features of Android platform to help Farmers 

Significantly. Provides a flexible user interface to farmer to control the machine effectively.  It reduces manual labour requirement 

which is a boon to the farmers as finding labourers is a very difficult job today. The Agribot can work in any sort of climatic 

condition as well as can work nonstop unlike humans. The time required to carry out the five functionalities reduces considerably 

in comparison with carrying out the same activities manually. It is a onetime investment which reduces the overall farming cost 

considerably. This Agribot acts as a gateway to automated smart farming.  

As far as future enhancements are concerned, this project has ample scope. As an extension to this initial prototype many sensors 

can be added to detect obstacles and make the robot smarter. Sensors to detect the depth of the land to appropriately sow seeds can 

be added. A camera can be installed on the Agribot and the application can be modified in order to display the field with a 360 

degree view on the app as the robot moves. Sensors to detect temperature and moisture content and take actions of sprinkling water 

can be added. A pesticide sprinkler can be added along with a sensor that detects the quantity of pesticide required. 
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